Complete the Sentence
Use the words in the list below to complete certain lines of Imam Sajjad's sermon

1. “O people! We [the family of the Prophet] have been blessed with _____ six _____ [qualities] and have been preferred [over others] by _____ seven _____ [individuals]:

2. I am the son of Mecca and _____ Mina,____ I am the son of _____ Zamzam ____ and Safa.

3. I am the son of the person killed _____ unjustly,____ the son of one whose head was severed from the back of the neck, I am the son of the one who was _____ thirsty ____ till the last moment, I am the son of one who was _____ abandoned ____ in Karbala, I am the son of the one whose blood soaked in the dust – I am the son of the one who was _____ slaughtered ____ in Karbala. I am the son of the one on whom the angels of the heavens cried, I am the son of the one on whom the _____ jinn ____ in the earth and _____ birds ____ in the sky wailed.

4. We have been blessed with knowledge, _____ forbearance, ____ generosity, _____ eloquence, _____ courage ____ and love in hearts of the believers.